Governor Walker signed a five-party joint development agreement to advance Alaska LNG project. Planning to build an ice road and pad in the Colville River Unit. Building a new extended reach drill rig with plans to start drilling in 2020. First oil planned for 2021.

Reassessing undiscovered oil and gas resources in NPRA. Assessment will focus primarily on resource potential of Nanushuk and Torok Formations.

ConocoPhillips identified additional Nanushuk prospects near Willow using new compressive seismic surveys. Plan to drill five exploratory wells this coming winter. Three wells will evaluate the Willow prospect in NPRA. Put a well(s) will target Nanushuk in southern Colville River Unit, and a fifth well, Stony Hill, will be drilled south of CD5.

Accumulate Energy Alaska received approval from BOEM to form the Tikigaq Unit. Plan of Exploration calls for drilling six producer and five disposal wells in the Tikigaq Unit. First oil possible in late 2020.

The accuracy of this map is subject to pending decisions currently on oil and gas leasing actions. Please visit www.dog.dnr.alaska.gov/Information/MapsandGIS to see our most current maps.